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TF7 FATAL 1,77. 	"P r7. 	71(r1 GADGETS 

This Paper is intended to examine the causes for the constant re-emergence of 
water treatinr -cure-alls'' that claim to eliminate most or all of the ills that 
accompany the use of i-rater for industrial purposes. . 

These devices generally invoke the well-lmovn scientific principles of 
magnetism electrostaticS, electrolvtic Phenomena, radiation, catalysis or other 
Physiochemical methods. 

There are a number of devices using these same Principles that are quite 
levitimate and are recovnized. as such. 

For examnle, marnetic filters for removing tramp iron, for removal of solids 
that have been mixed with ferromagnetic substances or even those depending on the 
wean Para and diamagnetic forces present in many substances are veil-I -Town and 
recognized as legitimate. 'electrolysis cells that venerate chlorine or other 
reduced ionic species have a sound Place in industry~. 

Though less vilely practiced, electrodialvsis is used for the delonization of 
brackish vaters. Ultra violet or vamp/ radiation sources have been often used to 
sterilize water as has the electrolvsis of metallic silver into solution. 

These and other wellehnown techninues Produce usable results by ?sown 
scientific processes and there is a legitimate canital and operating cost penalty 
associated with their use. 

On the other hand, the devices which we shall refer to as 'gadgets" offer 
(but do not deliver) a vide range o' relief from water Problems using secret or 
poorl• explained pseudo-scientific processes and usually for little or no cost 
other than that which is paid to their promoter and his salesmen. 

The water treRtinv "vadget is not a recent develoment nor is it limited to 
the United States. Such devices were 1-ncern at least as early as the American Civil 
17ar and they are activel'r promoted in all industrial nations. 

riany of the "gadgets" have the peril of a 'Jor 17all'le idea in then. This tends 
to mal'e then more believable but does not necessaril ►  make them effective as a 

	

water treating tool. For example, several of 	Oevices are composed of magnets 
or zinc or aluminum alloys with either accidental or deliberate imPurities (some 
billed as . '"Nrenty Precious "etals") in them. These alloys corrode (mite rapidly. 
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Vhen these devices corrode they have the same effect as addinr sme 1 1 cuantities of 
soluble iron, zinc or aluminum salts to the water. Tt is Imo•n that low concen. 
trations of zinc can serve as a very effective corrosion inhibitor. The 'gadget 
achieved a desirable result but in ar =.xnensive and uncontrollable way. The 
aluminum or iron salts from corroding electrodes or magnets do an accentsble iob 
of clarification. but again th=e is a nore controllable, less extensive vs.- of 
achieving the same results. 

Some of the "gadgets" use accented technolory in a Ton•standard manner that 
frecuentl• negates their effectiveness. P merman device used an electrolYtic 
softening cell inside of a boiler. This was a technically sound rnnlication of an 
electrolytic cell ',hose cathode licuor became quite all aline and. caused nrecinita-
tion of calcium carbonate in the boiler. This enensive and nuestionable Practice 
from the viewnoint of water technology could have been better accomplished by the 
addition of a 'e.r cents evorth of sodium hydroxide to the boiler. 

Another device, rhicb connected a radio tyre antenna to a grounded electrode 
in the boiler, would seer. to have no Possibility of havirg any effect at all. 
Fowever, it is Ynown tbat in the vicinity of large radio antennas a vire strung in 
the air will nic]r. un enough nower to light a house. It would not be recormended 
as a nroper water treatment, but under ideal conditions something could hannen. 

Some of the ''gadgets' could be nothing but delberate frauds. One device that 
was very nopular thirty Years ago was a cvlindrical brass case which, when it 'gas 
cut onon, was found to contain a powdered material that anneared to have been 
sl'ent from the floor of a stable. (Cutting the device oven voided the varranty.) 

These nscudo-scientific (: gadgets" are not harmless. You can't say 	if 
they don't wor!: no harm has been done. v  The least of the costs arising from trials 
of these devices is the time and roney warted in investigating and./or trying them 
out in a wor'=ing system. The greatest exnense is the damage done to the ec iuinment 
in the sYstem under test from the withholdng of nroner treatment for a period long 
enough to show that the 'gadget'_ has not nreventea corrosion or scale as clained. 
'11,ch of this damage is irreversible and is relatively large in dollar amounts. 

It is not the nurnose of this naner to document the nersistent and vide snread 
existence of these devices or to *rove that they are innocently or deliberately 
fraudulent. This has been adeouatelv done a number of times. 

The claims of several of the more actively nroroted of the water treating 
"radgets'' along with an analysis of the technical inaccuracies or imnossibe!lities 
in them are given bY 7liassen and TThlig. (1) 

The actual case histories documenting the failures of a number of these 
devices along with an extensive bibliorrenber (1()I reference) surveying their 
history is given by Felder r. Partridge. (2) 

Eliassen and T -rinde subjected a number of these devices to ex.nerimental 
measurement and documented their findings. (3, 5) 
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HenricIrs sounded. a strong warning again in 157. 

The Federal Government throueb the Federal 'Theade Commission. (C) and various 
military installation memoranda ( 1 ) has snoken out against the use of "gadgets" on 
Federal installations. 

Professional technical societies have tried to yarn their membership against 
the blandishments of the "gadget" promoters but these warnings do not seem to have 
been heard by those vho need it the most. (7, /3) 

The rational Association .of Corrosion Theineers has a standing committee 
(Committee T-7K) on Thon-Chemical "ester mreating Pevices'' (10) which maintains the 
most un-to-date list of these devices and can often furnish unbiased references 
to their performance. 

There are some fundamental reasons why these devices are perennially 
attractive. 

This paper examines some of the basic facts which encourage the regular 
reannearance of these gadgets time after time even when it has been well demon-
strated that not one of them has ever worked well enough to establish a Place 
alongside the leeitimate water treating techniques. This naper will also offer 
some simple, common sense procedures that can be used as a nrotection from the 
fradulent "gadget" while not nrecluding the adontion of a legitimate device should 
one ever emerge. 

Necessity le said to be the mother of invention. If ever there was an area 
where the economic and technical necessity is near its Peak, it's the industrial 
water system. 

Water is a nearly ideal substance for industrial cooling and heat transfer. 
It has unusually good thermal properties such as specific heat, heat conductivity 
and latent heat of evaporation. It is flu 4 d. over most of the ambient temperature 
range. It is non-toxic, non-flax able, and readily available and relatively 
inexpensive. 

Water has several drawbacks, most notablY that it is an excellent but incon-
stant solvent. 'ore often than not it is the solutes that it carries that make 
the use of water such a troublesome enternrise. 

When water comes to us from the sl'7 it is relatively pure, containing only 
some dissolved gases plus some airborne narticulate matter that it niched up on 
the way down. soon after its arrival on earth the water begins to take its 
surroundings into solution. When this water is used for industrial purposes the 
•soluble salts it carries plus the dissolved gases cause the water to be severely 
corrosive to most common metals. All of the metals excent the so-called noble 
metals are intrinsicallY unstable because of their high free energy. "Tlhe  comri- 
nation of heat, water, oxygen, and dissolved salts provide the activation energy, 
the easy path and the energy sin' -  that are required for the metals to aischarg-
their high free energy and revert to their more comfortable and stable states as 
ions. 
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Some of the materials in the water such as calcium and silica compounds become 
insoluble when the water is heated and concentrated in cooling towers and boilers. 
This scale and corrosion causes great economic loss to users of industrial water. 
In addition to the corrosion which destro7s the function of the metallic structure 
and shortens their economic life, the deposits cause reduction in fluid handling 
capacity and loss in heat transfer. Such losses lead to frequent cleaning with acids 
or harsh abrasives which is expensive and further damages the equipment. 

Though there are wen-known technologies that can mitigate these had side 
effects of industrial water, they are exnensive and not always completely satis-
factory. Hence we see the necessity that begets all these inventions. Nobody has 
ever said that the offspring of necessity were good, benevolent children, and these 
f:gadgets/, seem to prove it. 

' Since the users of industrial water are faced with large expenses if they do 
not treat the water and large expenses if they do treat the water, they are a fit 
audience for anyone who will tell them that all this trouble and exuense can be 
made to go away for a small investment in the latest "gadget." 

Under the best of conditions, water technology is an arcane art. It is a 
mixture of colloidal chemistry, equilibrium states, unstable kinetic systems, and 
the poorly understood fields of sequestrants and chemical complexes. Many of the 
critical conditions occur at concentrations so low that they are at or near the 
normal limits of measurement. Under these conditions it is no wonder that the 
specialists who are highly trained in the field are hard pressed to describe the 
chemistry of a water system in completely unamhiguous and reliable ways. There-
fore, it is not strange that the operator of an industrial water system who is not 
especially trained in the field of water treatment is not able to separate fact 
from fiction in the claims of the "gadget' salesman. One of the most important 
supports for the testimony supporting "gadgets" is the sound physiochemical 
Principle that each liquid phase composition has a specific solid phase in equi-
librium with it. Mien the liquid phase is changed, the solid phase will change too. 
It is in these periods between equilibriums that a solid phase or scale may be 
coming off the metal surfaces in large quantities. The interpretation usually is 
that the "gadget" is "cleaning the system up" when in actual fact one solid phase 
is making way for another that may be much worse than the first one. 

Water systems, because of the large volumes and low concentrations involved, 
often come to equilibrium very slowly and observations made during the equilibrium 
process may not be reliable. 

Since water systems are not "money making or primary nroduction Processes, 
they tend to be under-instrumented and under-controlled. The observations from 
most water systems tend to rely on visual inspection and memory rather than 
recordings of Quantitative measurements. 

were are some of the marks that often identify a truly fraudulent gadget: 

1) The process is claimed to be a secret. 

2) The trocess claims to rely on standard technology but the connection is not 
clearly made. The salesman is almost always technically unlearned in the 
technology and can't explain how the "gadget" works. 
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3) The support of the claims for the effectiveness of the "gadget' .  are non-
quantitative testimonials by non-technical observers, statements that are not 
substantiated in any way or from 'experts" •ho offer comnlex explanations 
unsubstantiated by experimental facts. The experts usually cannot be located 
for further discussion. 

4) Often valid tests by accented authorities are misquoted or taken out 
of context so that the quotation does not truly represent the finding of 
the test. 

5) Extravagant-appearing guarantees are frequently offered by companies Yho 
could not pay off on any one single loss due to damage of a major industrial 
system. 

. Several Years ago, one of the major water treating companies gave their sales-
men the following summary of the marIrs of a "gaAget." They are still good tests to 
apply. 

Certain devices come on the market from time to time which 
are claimed to be effective in preventing scale, corrosion and 
microbiological fouling without the aid of corrective chemical 
treatment. The following comments are intended to ex -Plain why 
these devices cannot live up to the claims made for them. 

1) To date, none of the currently available group of devices 
claimed to operate on electromagnetic, electrostatic, magnetic, 
sonic and other physical principles, for prevention of scale 
and corrosion in water-using systems have been proven effective 
in unbiased tests conducted by qualifieA water--and-corrosion-
research scientists in laboratories of major universities or 
indenendent research institutes (Batelle, 'IT 1esearch Institute, 

etc.). 

2) All of these devices (categorized as "gadgets" by consulting 
engineers, water chemists, and corrosion researchers) are 
supported only by "testimonial" letters from certain industrial 
users, and by self-serving research or investigations conducted 
by and for the promoters and manufacturers of the units. 

3) Almost without excention, the "gadgets" are claimed to 
operate on new and mysterious scientific Principles, usuallY 
in conflict with basic scientific laws, and not explained cr 
clarified by ''technical" literature and product bulletins 
published by manufacturers and distributors. 

h) Fithout exception, the manufacturers claim that results of 
use of the eauinment cannot be detected or measured by standard 
water analysis - since they do not alter hardness, alkalinity 
and other chemical characteristics of water passing through 
the units. 

5) "Gadgets" operating on electromagnetic and electrostatic 
principles all claim results in direct conflict with laws of 
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thermodynamics whlch require expenditure of energy to accom-
plish chemical/physical changes. (Claims of useful results 
at power consumption less than that required by a 7 to 10 
watt bulb are too ridiculous to warrant consideration.) 

4 ) On careful investigation it often will be found that systems 
where improved results were claimed from use of such devices 
either: 

a. Did not need treatment in the first place (because 
the makeup water was free from scaling and corrosion 
tendencies), or 

b. T!ere already being treated chemically, the device 
being super-imposed on top of chemical protection, or 

c. In the systems being "treated," blowdown (bleedoff) 
rates were altered drastically, so that they operated 
essentially once-through, with no concentration factors 
remaining to contribute to scaling. (Expensive in 
water wastage, of course), or 

d. Chemical additives (soda ash, etc.) are recommended 
by the equipment supplier, to "aid of  
"increase polarization" and similar claims. 

7) It is well known that almost anv physical or chemical change 
in method of operation or preparation of feedwater and boiler 
water will cause sloughing off of old scale deposits for a 
short time, giving short-term indications of system cleanup. 
In the absence of chemical treatment or drastically increased 
blowdown, the normal result of treatment stoppage generally 
is sharply increased deposition of harder, more permanent 
scale, after existing treatment reserves in boilers and cooling 
towers have been depleted. 

8) "Gadgets" manufacturers generally I 'play down" corrosion control 
claims, which cannot be supported by scientific facts nor recognized 
corrosion-control principles, and concentrate on scale-control claims. 

a. rGadgets" operating on electrostatic Principles 
claim that the electrostatic field "utilizes oxYgen 
to form a...thin oxide coating on internal surfaces 
which bars metal losses from corrosion.' It is well 
known that oxygen in Pater is a powerful corrosion 
accelerator. It acts to depolarize protective 
hydrogen films on cathodic areas of metal surfaces, 
to allow corrosion Processes to continue. It also 
reacts with water using electrons liberated when metals 
corrode, to produce hydroxvl ions (Or - ). These cause 
precipitation of ferrous ions eventually building up 
local deposits of corrosion products which further 
stimulate corrosion attack. 
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b. .A11 of the effects claimed for the electrostatic 
devices (electrostatic field, -protective films, 
etc.) if they 'could he confirmed, would apply only 
during the few seconds that water is nassing through 
the snace where the low-energy electrostatic field 
exists. There can be no residual effect on water 
that has nassed the unit and entered the water-
consuming system. 

C. The claims, of electrons...piched un by positivel• 
charged ions of scale-forniinc salts..." are fallacious. 
The "scale-forming salts" don't exist as "salts" in 
solution. rather the'- are *resent as ions. (Sodium 
chloride in water exists as (7a+ ) and (71- ) ions 
calcite bicarhonate hardness would he fully ionized 
as (Ca++ ) and (RCO,)-  ions.) If electrons were nicked 
un hy (7a+ ) and (Cap  +), the result would. be  neutral 
metals Na and Ca, hoth instantly and violently reactive 
with water to release hydrogen and eventually form 
(7e) and (Ca++ ) ions again. 

d. The electrostatic field car have no effect on ions 
which combine to form scale, in water-using equipment 
(boiler and cooling towers) where water evaporates and 
concentration occurs. In these systems ions eventually 
reach a concentration limit (governed by solubility 
nroduct considerations) beyond which prec5pitation 
(scale-formation) of minerals occur. In other words, 
transient forces annlied within the treater are not 
carried dovnstrea to the point of use. 

9) The mechanisms of scale formation are governed by temnerature 
and ion concentrations, in the evaporative or heating unit. 
These mechanisms can be altered and controlled by chemical 
additions, but are in no way altered or controlled 'hv exnosure 
of make-un water to electrostatic or electromagnetic force 
fields. such forces don't remove scale-forming ions nor alter 
their ability to react with other ions to form insoluble 
combinations (scale). 

10) Most "gadget manufacturers tacitly admit inability to 
prevent scale in heated sYste,-s (above igo° F), so don't recom-
mend. the units for boiler feedwater use. In boilers, scale 
formation and corrosion both are local nhenomena, taking place 
right on the heat transfer surfaces, where water is being 
evanorated and dissolyed solids are left behind and concentrated. 
"hen concentrations of ions such as (Ca++ ) and (FT1-- ) reach 
their solubility limits, then they react immediately to form 
crvstals of insoluble salts such as CaF04. many such crystals 
combine te form scale layers. __nnarently the "gadget" promoters 
believe they can pass a salt solution through their device and 
into an evaporator - where the solution is hailed to dryness, 
without leaving salt crYstals behind! This is obviously impossible! 



Isn't it enuallv illorical that massing feedvater throurh an 
unstream electrostatic field should -Prevent formation of 
insolul'le scale crystals, once water in an evaporatve system 
(`oiler or cooling tower) reached soluhility limits of the ions 
carried 1-,y entering feedwater? 

11) Claims for control of microorganisms in eater-using systems 
are not explained in any way. The manufacturer of one electro-
static treatment unit claims that his device acts as an ozonator, 
producing ozone which has nroven efficacy in microbiological 
control and water sterilization. The fallacy here is that the 
electrostatic field is imposed across a water-filled annulus - 
the water having appreciable conductivity and dissolved solids 
content. Ozone generation requires nassare of very dry air 
(or orygen) through a very - high voltage electrostatic field 
(5,000-5',0007), and Power consumption in the process is 
apnreciable. Power requirements for ozone generation are very 
high - yields averaging only about 50 grams/kilowatt hour. 
Typical power demand is 7-10 hw/hrs ner pound of ozone. (Compare 
this with total nover requirements of 7-100 watts for electro-
static water treaters.) nv very dry air is meant drying to a 
del-7point of 	F. The nrocess won't work in the presence of 
water. 

12) A d-c electrostatic field would have some effect on suspended 
particles with definite charge characteristics (+ or -), causing 
them to drift toward the ormositelv charged pole. Fuch a e-c 
field likewise would encourage drift of ions toward the ornositelv 
charged Poles. But in the absence of a membrane or similar 
barrier, nothing would keen such narticles or ions at or near 
the charged moles. yoreover, since 'water remains in the field 
only a few seconds, the ions would immediately redistribute 
themselves throughout the water, upon leaving the device. I'ffect 
on solid susnended Particles, if any, would he equally transient. 

13) An imortant consideration which should_ he questioned is that 
of warranty on defective parts renlacement, versus product 
liability coverage which would replace water-using equipment 
destrov'ed or damaged. during the use of the device, or indemnify 
purchasers for costs of repairs or replacement of such daragea 
eouiPment (boilers or cooling towers). All major water treatment 
Firms carry such product liability coverage. 1)0 the firms that 
market "gadgets" carry such liailitv coverage? 

14) Under existing state and local F.F.P. and similar regulations, 
installation of Electrostatic 'Water Treatment Systems would 
represent an addition to an existing nxii-aic water sunnly, recuiring 
construction permits, onerating nermits, aesi7nment of certified 
(licensed) Plant operators, and compliance wit'. -1 other applicable 
regulations. This should te investigated in every case a 'gadget" 
is recommended. 
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15) T17e stipulated Underwriters Laboratories annroral is 
meanineless in terms of operating efficiency. This listing 
anelies only to safety characteristics of electrical equirment 
included in the device, including prover electrical insulation, 
freedom from internal or external current leakage hazards to 
personnel, etc. 

16) The major appeal of such "gadgets" is that they promise 
" something* for nothing," by inferring that water treatment 
chemical costs will be eliminated, Pollution potential from 
discharges of treated water eliminated, etc. In fact, since 
the devices actually do nothing to eliminate scale and corrosion 
problems in evaporative equipment, and are usually quite 
exnensive, they really offer nothine for something. 

Sunpose a salesman aoproaches you with a story that seems different (and more 
believable) than the usual "gadget" pitch, or one of the vice Presidents of your 
company intimates that he wants you to give one of these devices a trial. What 
should you do to nrotect yourself and VOW' company? vere are some simple, common 
sense guides that may help: 

1) Try not to be the first in your area or your industry to try the 
device. Ask the salesman to come back when he has a successful 
installation nearby on equipment like yours. 

2) Don't hurry. Wait until some engineer you know has haa his second 
successful annual inspection of a system treated by the "gadget.'• Try 
to be on hand for the second insnection. 

3) Ignore non-technical, non-quantitive testimonials. Fven if they're 
right you couldn't prove it. 

h) Check all legitimate references carefully. If they are all very 
recent, non-technical and on applications widely different from yours, 
ignore or discount them. 

5) On any technical references, talk to the experimenter doing the work. 
See if: 

a) Fe appears to be competent and 

b) If he really helieves the "gadcet" will live up to all its claims. 

6) If you must try the device, (for political reasons), install it on 
a small, non-critical system such as the air conditioning unit serving 
the office of the man who wants the test run. 

7) Be sure to establish a soun', quantitive basis for comparison (corrosion 
rates, fouling factors, etc.) on the test system before the "gadget" is 
installed so that you will have something to measure against. 
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8) ne cautious about recommending. the "radret" even after a successful test. 
It may not work for everyone under all conditions. Your letter of recommen-
dation may be accidentally or deliberately misinterpreted. and misused. 

0) riving negative recommendations can also he dangerous. They may be the 
subIect for leaf action atainst You even 'when you have scientific proof on 
your side. 

One thing seems certain. Somewhere one or more groups of neople are at this 
time gettinr the next -wave of"gadrets'' ready for the unsuspecting' market. "any 
people will lose time and money findine out the old truth that YOU can't solve 
difficult and complex nroblems easily no matter huu hard you try. It is still 
true that "there's no such thing as a free lunch." 
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